
A brief synopsis of Rev. Jeff Chu’s reflection at the windup of Chinook Regional 
Conference, May 9, 2021. 

Be the good soil. Jesus doesn’t intend this parable to be a simple story. We need a 
closer look.


Jesus came to upend the norm. Parables surprise, challenge, upset and come from a 
long line of traditional teaching. They require interpretation and debate. Not to silence 
but to intrigue. “Why?” asks the five year old. 


We might think more about what parables can do. Disturb, unsettle, prod, nudge, but 
do we want the simple solution or the challenge offered by Jesus? He had just spent 
time with the people and then chose to sit in a boat to teach to his gathered followers. 
They want to hear him speak so he tells them a story — the parable of the sower.


At first glance, the sower appears to be inept with egregious wastefulness, scattering 
here and there. Inattentive to his task. “Why?” Our struggle, like his disciples, is the 
search for clarity. Initially, it appears to be a binary task. Good? Bad?


Jesus often referred to the pastoral life. Rev. Jeff Chu has learned all about the 
challenge and the risk of seeding, having come into the challenge as an adult on a 
farm. Frost, snow, insects, the ph balance of the soil — it’s either/or/or/or — not a 
binary challenge and this fact was understood by Jesus’s audience. Not just about 
seed and soil but the many variables involved. Like a symphony but improved by 
practice. Like God, who gives us many chances. 


Rev. Jeff tells about his farm and his farming mentors. He mentioned seeing grass 
growing in gravel beds. (I was reminded of visiting Mt. St. Helen’s in Washington, 20 
years after the devastation of volcano eruption and seeing the before and witnessing 
the after with wild flowers, abundant animal life and recovered forests.) Overtime soil is 
produced in what has been gravel. It’s like God’s plan working in new life. Sediment 
changes to abundance. Our task is to slow down and take a long view - God’s timing!


The Sower’s failure turns to good. Maybe he feeds the birds with his misplaced seed. 
They will eat and fertilize the ground. Through death and waste comes new life — soil 
develops. Work provides, other seedlings change the land so… maybe the sower’s 
work wasn’t careless.


God is patient, persevering. “Why?” The God of hope renews the soil for new seed.  In 
Jesus’ story, the seed participates in a bigger picture — never alone. Not failure but 
leading toward a fruitful outcome.


God is relentless. Life brings drought and thorns but God overcomes over time and fills 
our life every moment, every day. “Why?”  Our God is of All — our United Church God 



of our gatherings or alone, of great festivals or ZOOM and pixels. God loves and cares 
for us, creatively, beckoning us into unity through our journey. Our one true hope! One 
God, now and forever! 


